Art Activity Easy/Intermediate
Let’s make pictures with Pressed Flowers and Leaves
Fun things to make and do with flowers and leaves, using 4 of our senses, decorating a
pebble. (Easy/Intermediate). Different ways to press flowers and leaves and ideas to
create lovely crafts. (Intermediate/ Challenging).
When you go out for a walk or while in
your garden, can you find some lovely
little flowers and interesting leaves and
perhaps a nice smooth pebble?

Can you see/find flowers and leaves

Can you feel the flower and leaf?

Can you smell the flower? Is it a nice smell?

Can you hear the leaves rustling in the wind?

Decorate a pebble – (Easy way to
dry/press flowers and leaves). Let’s dry
some of your flowers in the microwave.

Best not to taste your flowers and leaves!!!!

Make your own flower press.
Cut stems
off your
flowers
and press
back the
leaves.

Put
flowers
inside
folded
paper.

Put inside an
old book.
Leave for 3
weeks or
pop it in the
microwave.

My cardboard pieces are
16cmx11ccm, you can make
yours any size you like.

Find a
cardboard
box.

Close the book tightly with
elastic bands. And put into
the microwave, full power
for 1 minute.

Brush a
little glue
onto the
pebble.

Pick the flower up with the
sticky brush and place it
onto the stone, then
gently brush glue over the
flower with a little glue.

Cut the box up into four or
five pieces. Cut some
newspaper the same size.

Creating the layers: 1-Cardboard. 2Paper. 3-Flowers & leaves. 4Cardboard. 5-Paper. 6-flower…..

OR

Secure your press with
elastic bands and put a
heavy book on top,
leave for about 3
weeks.

Put your flowers and leaves in between the pages of an
old book with a heavy book on top and wait for about 3
weeks for your flowers to be dried and pressed. Put
some parchment paper between your flowers and
leaves.

Art Activity Intermediate/Challenging
Let’s make pictures with Pressed Flowers and Leaves
Different ways to press/dry flowers
and leaves
Iron

Place
flower/leaves
between
parchment
paper and iron
for no longer
than 15 secs.

Picture Frame

Microwave

Press (book or flower press)

Place
flowers/leaves
between
parchment
paper inside a
book, close book
with elastic
bands.
Microwave for
max10 secs.

Place flowers/leaves
between pages of an old
book sandwiched between
parchment paper. Put a
heavy book on top and
leave for about 3 weeks.
Instructions for homemade
press above.

a

b

Use the glass from two clip frames and
sandwich your flowers between them.
Poundland clip frames (a), have the best
clips for this. If you use frames with hook
style clips (b), use tape around all four
sides to hold the 2 sheets of glass
together. The frame looks lovely hanging
at a window.

Bookmarks

Don’t have clip frames?
Cut two
pieces of
card
approx.
4.5x18.5cn
and
another in
a different
colour
4cmx18cm.
glue the
small onto
the larger
piece to
create a
border.

Add a little
glue to
where you
plan to
have your
flowers
and leaves.

Place your
bookmarks
between a
laminating
sheet and
laminate. Cut
your
bookmarks
out.

If you don’t
have a
laminator at
home, you
can use
Sellotape.

Place your dried flowers and
leaves between cling film,
rub over the top with your
fingers and stick to your
window.

Have fun looking at,
smelling flowers, and
creating lovely crafts
that will last a very long
time.

Sadie is
enjoying
sniffing the
plants!

